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● Spoken word recognition (SWR) is facilitated when predictions match
4
acoustic input, but underlying computational mechanism is still unknown
6
● Predictive coding (PC) is a computational framework whereby bottom-up
signal and top-down predictions are compared; only deviation from
top-down expectation is passed forward
● Here, we test three models of SWR without explicit PC and ask:
○ Do they simulate predictive processing?
○ Do they show the hallmark of PC: do they have model-internal reduction
of signal when inputs match expectations?

"Predictive cohort" model
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Predictive Cohort

● Lexicon: ~37.6k words (≤12 letters) from
1
English Lexicon Project (ELP )
● Test stimuli: 54 triples from original
● Training: add Trained items to lexicon
● Prediction error (PE) is calculated post
hoc as input - prediction

Simple Recurrent Network (SRN)

p (phoneme | preceding phonemes)

● Predictions of upcoming phoneme change when words added to lexicon
● Predictive cohort and SRN: Training → increase in phoneme probability
○ This can be converted to error (with error reduction when input
matches expectations), but this is external to model processing
● Only TRACE shows hallmark of PC: model-internal reduction in signal
(top-down word → phoneme feedback) when expectations match input
● Is TRACE really doing PC?
○ Is interactive activation functionally equivalent to formal PC models?
Probably not (?) — reduction is in feedback, not feedforward signal
○ Direct comparison of formal PC SWR models and TRACE is needed

Simple
Recurrent
Network

TRACE
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● Pre-training: 2000 epochs
1
○ 1 epoch = 37.6k words from ELP
lexicon, random order, continuous
○ Task: given phoneme at time t, output
predicted phoneme at time t+1
● New word training: 50 epochs with
Trained items added to lexicon
● PE is calculated post hoc as
activation - expected activation

TRACE
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● Test stimuli: Triples made by replacing
last 2 phonemes of 15 words in TRACE
lexicon
● Training: add Trained items to lexicon
● Examined forward/backward information
flow at every level, looking for hallmark
of PC: a decrease in activation when
input matches top-down prediction /
expectation

Original: /formjulʌ/
Trained: /formjubo/
Untrained: /formjuti/

Original: /formjulʌ/
Trained: /formjubo/
Untrained: /formjuti/

Original: /artʌst/
Trained: /artʌda/
Untrained: /artʌpi/
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